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The succession of US and international satellites that follow each other in close succession, known as 
the A-Train, affords an opportunity to atmospheric researchers that no single platform could provide: 
Increasing the number of observations at any given geographic location.. . a more complete "virtual 
science platform". (Kelly, 2003) However, vertically and horizontally, co-registering and regridding 
datasets from independently developed missions, Aqua, Calipso, Cloudsat, Parasol, and Aura, so that 
they can be inter-compared can be daunting to some, and may be repeated by many. Scientists will 
individually spend much of their time and resources acquiring A-Train datasets of interest residing at 
various locations, developing algorithms to match up and graph datasets along the A-Train track, and 
search through large amounts of data for areas andlor phenomena of interest. The aggregate amount of 
effort that can be expended on repeating pre-science tasks could climb into the tens of millions of 
dollars. 
The goal of the A-Train Data Depot (ATDD) is to enable free movement of remotely located A-Train 
data so that they are combined to create a consolidated vertical view of the Earth's Atmosphere along 
the A-Train tracks. The innovative approach of analyzing and visualizing atmospheric profiles along 
the platforms track (i.e., time) is accomplished by through the ATDDs Giovanni data analysis and 
visualization tool. Giovanni brings together data from Aqua (MODIS, AIRS, AMSR-E), Cloudsat 
(cloud profiling radar) and Calipso (CALIOP, IIR), as well as the Aura (OMI, MLS, HIRDLS, TES) 
to create a consolidated vertical view of the Earth's Atmosphere along the A-Train tracks. This easy 
to learn and use exploration tool will allow users to create vertical profiles of any desired A-Train 
dataset, for any given time of choice. 
This presentation shows the power of Giovanni by describing and illustrating how this tool facilitates 
and aids A-Train science and research. A web based display system Giovanni provides users with the 
capability of creating co-located profile images of temperature and humidity data from the MODIS, 
MLS and AIRS instruments for a user specified time and spatial area. In addition, Cloud and Aerosol 
profiles may also be displayed for the Cloudsat and Caliop instruments. The ability to modify 
horizontal and vertical axis range, data range and dynamic color range is also provided. Two 
dimensional strip plots of MODIS, AIRS, OM1 and POLDER parameters, co-located along the 
Cloudsat reference track, can also be plotted along with the Cloudsat cloud profiling data. Center 
swath pixels for the same parameters can also be shown as line plots overlaying the Cloudsat or 
Calipso profile images. Images and subsetted data produced in each analysis run may be downloaded. 
Users truly can explore and discover data specific to their needs prior to ever transferring data to their 
analysis tools. 
